
Insights

A highly respected business leader in the Asian media
industry, Zubin Gandevia has an enviable track record of
starting and scaling a number of independently run,
successful, multinational businesses. Started as an
entrepreneur out-of-school, he co-founded India’s No.1
Cable TV Network, following that up with a long innings
at the Star - FOX - Disney group.

Zubin also drove innovation with many firsts to his credit:
HD channels, on-demand entertainment, investments in
leading TV shows and movies, and the direct-to-
consumer FOX+ app, which had been superseded by
Disney+.
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After 3 decades in media, entertaining people; he joined
upGrad in January 2021 to lead their Asia Pacific
expansion and continue storytelling. This time, with the
larger purpose of changing the lives of millions for the
better by helping them accelerate their careers and in
doing so, help shape the workforce of the future.

In a recent interview with Leadership Advisory Inc, Zubin
shared his insights on the EdTech sector, his leadership
style, and the traits he looked for in his leadership team.
Zubin also talked how upGrad is differentiating itself and
focused on growth opportunities in the Asia Pacific
region. An edited transcript of the interview follows.



Leadership Advisory Inc: You spent more than three decades in the media
and entertainment industry. What prompted your move to upGrad?

Zubin Gandevia: The media industry was fun and fulfilling. We made a real
difference to the world by entertaining people with our stories, making
them laugh and learn.

In many ways, the education world is also about storytelling but with an
even higher purpose. The world is staring down the barrel of one of its
greatest challenges with the World Bank projecting some 85 million people
will lose jobs by 2024, despite 97 million new jobs being created, as they
don’t have the skills for a rapidly evolving industry.

The good news is that we can fix this and the idea that we can help millions
accelerate their careers - is incredibly challenging and inspiring! At a
personal level, the opportunity to rewrite a broken social contract and help
create a whole new industry; and do it in the company of proven
entrepreneurs was an allure hard to resist.

Leadership Advisory Inc: As you reflect on your first six months as the Asia
Pacific CEO, what are some of your biggest insights on the EdTech sector?

Zubin Gandevia: Edtech is more about, “Education” and less about, “Tech”
with tech being the enabler. We are impacting people for a lifetime, and we
should never forget this onerous responsibility as we seek to scale our
business.
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Leadership Advisory Inc: One of your keys for success has been about
identifying consumer demand ahead of the market. How do you see
upGrad differentiating itself from other players in the market?

Zubin Gandevia: All of us who have either put a child through the process
or gone through one ourselves can relate to the friction in today’s
education. Like most industries, education will be delivered largely online
and consumers will, as they should, demand more for less.

Barriers of geography and affordability will break down, and learners in even
the most remote areas and poorer sections of society will benefit from the
wonders of online technology and ubiquitous distribution. Furthermore, the
focus will shift from course completion to finding a solution that helps
accelerate careers and do so in an uber convenient manner, unbound by
current norms.

In short, top-quality education will move from being the preserve of a
privileged few to being democratised, with everyone getting access to the
best at an affordable price.

Keeping this in mind, at upGrad, our mission is to “accelerate careers” and
in this pursuit, we uniquely offer a 360-degree, one-stop solution to our
learners, combining the best of university style practices and the power of
digital technology.

We offer career counselling by experts to guide you right from the start on
the path to follow, and a deeply immersive experience using our AI driven
proprietary technology platform that takes away the anonymity from online
education and helps you learn with your peers.

We envelop the entire experience with a human touch, with our army of
counsellors on call to handhold you for the entire duration of your course,
thus allowing smooth onboarding, mentorship and continuous motivation.

The pandemic has had terrible consequences for the world but for EdTech,
it has been mostly positive in that it has fast forwarded adoption by several
years. There has obviously been a massive influx of online players, but our
belief is, the market will differentiate between the good and not-as-good,
followed by a period of consolidation.

The opportunity is staggering and investments to service it will be so too.
So, scale will be an imperative for long term success, but the trick will be to
scale with a human touch that appreciates cultural nuances in every market,
as ultimately mass education and mass storytelling is local.

“The focus will shift from course completion to 
finding a solution that helps accelerate careers and 
do so in an uber convenient manner, unbound by 
current norms.”
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With the industry moving so quickly, we help our learners keep pace by
getting renowned industry experts to provide about 70% of the learning
experience. Our combination of videos, simulations, case studies, live
classes, quizzes, games and group projects make the experience
interactive and engaging. And we leverage our global presence to bring
to you the top credentials with easy entry points, at affordable prices from
top globally leading universities like Duke, Michigan State University,
Deakin etc.

Leadership Advisory Inc: How has your leadership style changed - not
just during COVID-19 but over the years?

Zubin Gandevia: I’ve always believed in pushing to be better and the
best, learning from all and passing that knowledge on, diving in and
leading from the front; and I hope that has been consistent, but you’d
have to ask the people around me!

That said, I’ve been through a 360 journey of starting one’s own business,
to multiple different corporate cultures, and back to entrepreneurial
approach and one adjusts.

Leadership Advisory Inc: As you look out at the future, what traits do you
look for in your leadership team?

Zubin Gandevia: I look to see if my team is treating the company and its
money like it’s their own, if they are putting the company and the team
mates ahead of themselves. And I seek a degree of resilience, common
sense and a curiosity about the world around us.
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This interview was conducted by Daniel Soh, a Managing Partner 
in Leadership Advisory Inc’s Singapore office.

“upGrad is on a tear, expanding rapidly across 
geographies and segments, thanks to the proven 
model and entrepreneurial spirit driving it.”

Leadership Advisory Inc: What’s next for upGrad? How do you ensure that
upGrad stays focused on growth opportunities across the Asia Pacific
region?

Zubin Gandevia: upGrad is on a tear, expanding rapidly across geographies
and segments, thanks to the proven model and entrepreneurial spirit
driving it. For APAC, the last few months have been about learning the
markets, figuring out the strategy and putting in place the first layer of
product and organisation. From here on, it's all about the rigour of
execution; building out our team, proving our product-market fit and
creating symbiotic relationships with universities, government and
corporate partners.

We are laser focused on building a long-term sustainable business that
scales at increasing velocity. To achieve this, we know we have to build this
business brick-by-brick, product-by-product, country-by-country.

While in many geographies online education is still in a nascent stage or
completely unexplored, yet the country's need for online education is
palpable. Herein lies our opportunity to be the first-mover and make the
market. What strengthens this opportunity, is our strong acclimatisation to
local nuances and the learnings, we're gathering now as we continue to
experiment. Because, above all - we will need to learn ourselves as we teach
our learners.
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